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Introduction and Motivation

Business 
Process Services

Complex 
Services

Complexity of 
Web Applications

grows!

... the difficulty in using these applications 
grows as well !!!
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Introduction and Motivation

• We focus our study in two main characteristics which could improve the navigability of 
Web Applications:

– Routes (the sequence of steps established for the Web Application      
that the user must follow to execute a user service). 

– Main menu including all the services required by the user (which                      
represent the beginning of the routes).

“Good navigation aids let users acquire the information they are seeking 
quickly and efficiently”

(Palmer, J., Designing for Web Site Usability, IEEE Computer)

Hypertext Modeling Method of MIDAS (HM3)
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Introduction and Motivation

Empirical Study: 

“It is possible to obtain more navigable Web Applications using routes 
(and also a main menu indicating the beginning of the routes)?”

– We compare the navigability of two Web Applications for conference 
organization:

• ConfMaster, a well known in this field and widely used in prestigious 
conferences.

• WebConference, a similar Web application built using routes with a main 
menu indicating the beginning of the routes. 

The same functionality 

Identical interface style

Only WebConference has routes and a main menu     
indicating the beginning of each route. 
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Experiment Description

The main objective of the experiment expressed using 
GQM template is: 

– Analyze the WebConference and ConfMaster Web Applications, 

– For the purpose of evaluating, 

– With respect to their navigability, 

– From the point of view of  the researchers, 

– In the context of undergraduate students enrolled in the 
fourth-year of the Computer Science at the Rey Juan Carlos 
University. 
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Experiment Description

Hypotheses: 

1. There is no difference in Perceived Ease of Use of subjects using 
WebConference and ConfMaster. 

2. There is no difference in Efficiency of subjects using WebConference and 
ConfMaster. 

3. There is no difference in Effectiveness of subjects using WebConference
and ConfMaster. 

4. The subjects prefer using ConfMaster over WebConference (or 
WebConference over ConfMaster).
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Experiment Description

Experimental material: 
• A briefing questionnaire regarding subjects’ experience

• Four tasks to be carried out using the Web Applications

• A survey of 8 questions related to the Perceived Ease of Use of the Web 
Applications (Survey 1).

• A survey where the subjects had to compare both Web Applications (Survey 2).
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Experiment Description

Execution: 

• Two groups of subjects (G1, G2) located in two different 
laboratories: 
– G1(ConfMaster, WebConference) and G2 (WebConference, ConfMaster). 
– Subjects were given an intensive training session. 
– The students worked under examination conditions. 

• For each Web Applications: 
– To fill out a briefing questionnaire (including personal details and experience).
– To perform, using the corresponding Web Application, the four tasks

required:
– To answer survey 1 which had to rate them using a 5 point Likert scale.
– To answer survey 2 on finishing the experimental tasks with both Web 

Applications.
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Analysis and interpretation

Hypothesis 1: Perceived Ease of Use

• The Cronbach’s alpha obtained for the responses about WebConference was 0.81 
and for ConfMaster 0.91.

• We tested the hypothesis for each question (Q1..Q8) and also considered the 
median (M) of the eight responses using the Wilcoxcon test. 

– 67% of subjects have rated WebConference with a value greater than 4 (as a 
median). 

• The majority of subjects perceive WebConference to be easier to use.
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Analysis and interpretation

Hypothesis 2: Efficiency

• We calculated the mean of the efficiency between the values of efficiency for 
carrying out the four tasks required for each Web Application.
– ANOVA It seems that there is not a significant difference between the efficiency of 

subjects when using WebConference or ConfMaster. 

– ANOVA for investigating the efficiency obtained in each task separately We 
found differences between the efficiencies of both Web Application for task 4.

• We investigated the mean of the Time spent on carrying out the tasks. 
– ANOVA indicated there was difference between the times spent when using each 

Web Application

– The order when using each Web Application influenced the results. 

– The subjects spent more time using ConfMaster.
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Analysis and interpretation

Hypothesis 3: Effectiveness

• We calculated the mean of the Effectiveness between the values of effectiveness in 
carrying out the four tasks required for each Web Application.

– ANOVA there exists a difference between both Web Applications with 
respect to Effectiveness. 

– The effectiveness improved when the subjects use a Web Application 
second. 

• When WebConference was used first the subjects tended to make more clicks 
than necessary, while if ConfMaster was used first they made less clicks than 
necessary. 
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Analysis and interpretation

Hypothesis 4: Preference 

• We found that:
– 34 subjects preferred WebConference

– 15 ConfMaster

– 4 did not have a preference.

– Analyzing the probabilities of preferences we found thus there exist 
greater probability that the subjects prefer WebConference over 
ConfMaster. 
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Conclusions and Future Work

• We have presented an experiment to corroborate if effectively, 
using routes (and also a main menu indicating the beginning of the 
routes), it is possible to build more navigable Web Applications.
– The subjects perceive WebConference, (the Web Application that was built 

using routes) is easier to use. 

– There is not a significant difference between the efficiency of subjects.

– The subjects spent more time using ConfMaster.

– The subjects were more effective using it, i.e., using WebConference leads 
them to perform the required tasks in a more correct way. 

• We have a method that allows us to built Web Applications      
with these two characteristics HM3
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Conclusions and Future Work

• Further validation is needed to obtain conclusive results about it!
– We need to carry out a replication of this experiment. 
– We are planning to make the experiment with more complex Web 

Applications.
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Experiment Description

Subjects:
– 53 students enrolled in the fourth-year of the Computer Science at the Rey

Juan Carlos University (Spain). 
– The subjects were selected for convenience i.e. they are students who had on 

average 5 years of experience in using web applications.

Variables:
– Independent variable: the Web Application used. 
– Dependent variable: the navigability, measured through the following 

measures:
• Perceived Ease of Navigation, defined as the degree to which a person believes that 

using a particular tool facilitates the navigation through the Web application. 
• Effectiveness, defined as how well the usage of a particular Web application 

allows the required tasks to be achieved.
• Efficiency, defined as the effort required to use a particular Web application 

correctly. 
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Experiment Description

Experimental material: 
• A briefing questionnaire regarding subjects’ experience

• Four tasks to be carried out using the Web Applications

• A survey of 8 questions related to the Perceived Ease of Use of the Web 
Applications (Survey 1).

• A survey where the subjects had to compare both Web Applications (Survey 2).
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Experiment Description

Execution: 

• Two groups of subjects (G1, G2) located in two different laboratories: 
– G1(ConfMaster, WebConference) and G2 (WebConference, ConfMaster). 
– Subjects were given an intensive training session. 
– The students worked under examination conditions. 

• For each Web Applications: 
– To fill out a briefing questionnaire (including personal details and experience).
– To perform, using the corresponding Web Application, the four tasks required:

• Writing down the beginning and finishing time.
• Writing down the name of the links they navigated while performing each required 

task. 
– Effectiveness = Nº of Correct Clicks Done / Nº of Clicks the task required
– Efficiency = Nº of Correct Clicks Done / Time

– To answer survey 1, which had to rate them using a 5 point Likert scale.
– To answer survey 2, on finishing the experimental tasks with both Web Applications.
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Experiment Description

Threats to validity:

• Internal validity:
– The accuracy of subject responses: given that they have to write down manually the time 

spent on doing the tasks and the name of the links they navigated. 

– The motivation of the students: they were motivated to participate in the experiment by 
a “prize”, 0.5 points of the final mark for participating, and another 0.5 points for 
performing the required tasks correctly. 

• External validity:
– The functionality of the WISs selected was probably simple. 
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